**Abstract**— It can be observed that, when faced with news of environmental crises such as the impacts of climate change, many people increasingly express detachment or even denial. Given the fundamental importance of public participation in conservation action, it is clearly important to understand how this situation arose and how it might be improved. Here, we argue that growing disconnection (distanciation) from the fate of the natural world can be conceptualized as a cyclical process whereby environmental crises—as represented by the media—cause despair and denial, limiting participation in societal-level conservation interventions and decreasing the effectiveness of conservation actions. We propose a strategy to reduce and possibly reverse distanciation, focusing on biodiversity responses to climate change. In doing so we hope to raise awareness about the undesirable (and unintended) consequences of promoting biodiversity conservation through emphasizing negative outcomes, thereby altering perceptions about the current state and future of wild nature and jeopardizing the capacity of individuals to influence outcomes.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

Effective communication of science through the mass media (newspaper, TV news, magazines, and internet) is an important, if undervalued, task in all scientific areas [1]. This is especially true for a values-driven discipline such as conservation science, whose legitimacy and effectiveness depend on public support. Conservation scientists who engage with the media therefore need to consider how the scientific information they are providing is going to be interpreted, given that the vocabulary, dynamics, and the goals of reporting science in the popular media differ substantially from those in scientific journals [2]. Good communication between science and mass media is particularly important when it comes to addressing complex and inherently uncertain conservation issues such as the impacts of climate change on biodiversity or forecasts of global rates of species extinction [3] or for explaining the future impacts upon human daily-life. In summary, one of the key challenges of communicating conservation science is to make people aware that “human societies have been built on biodiversity” [4, p. 1], and that to preserve biodiversity is to look after the long-term survival of human societies.

Good communication in conservation science exists. Nevertheless, much conservation science reporting in the mass media is sensationalist and inaccurate, emphasizing worst-case scenarios and typically projecting an inappropriate level of certainty [5]–[10]. Moreover, doom-mongering is not restricted to the mass media - the environmental prospects offered at the start of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) have been characterized as the worst people could expect [11]: the Earth is too polluted, deforestation is out of control, population growth is unchecked, and there is a lack of economic and political will to solve the problem. Indeed, impending environmental catastrophes (overpopulation, pollution, extinction, climate change) have been an everyday feature of the popular media for the last half-century [5], [12].

Despite its prevalence, the impact of environmental alarmism on society is virtually unknown, although research in this area is increasing [13]–[15]. So far, the results suggest that it is imperative a new model of science communication [13] because some surveys indicate that “information-based science advocacy has had only a minor effect on public concern” [14] and the main reason seems to be a conflict of interests between the personal interests and those of the community.

In a web-based survey, we asked 61 people from different nationalities which media content disturbed them the most.
From the fifteen possible answering options, “Information about environmental degradation and lack of natural resources” turned out to be the third most disturbing just after political documentaries and the horror genre (fictional). However, from these three, environmental information stood out as the one most prone to influence the behavior of the respondents. This suggests that people is willing to cooperate on conservation programs. Environmental issues were also —out of the fifteen options— the content reported as the less intended to be avoided by our participants; which stood against the overall positive correlation between avoidance and distress in our study, pointing out the category as an exceptional case within the field and one susceptible to controversy and misinterpretations.

One of the big issues in miscommunicating science is the dangers of hype-inspired misinterpretations are outweighed by the ability of sensationalized science to raise public awareness about important environmental issues [16]. There is an unwritten logic that, if science is to effectively communicate with the public, it must employ attention-grabbing headlines, delivers periodic “breakthroughs”, and, most importantly, endows research findings with personal significance for readers. Other scientists suggest that hyping impending environmental crises turns people off, promotes nihilism and may even block the mass behavioral change that environmentalists desire [8]. However, participation of scientists in media hype risks undermining public trust in scientists and the credibility of science as a basis for public policy [7].

Here, we provide a novel perspective on environmental alarmism, arguing that the drip feed of disaster stories is creating “emotional numbness” [17], and therefore increasing dissociation of citizens (and the societies to which they belong) from nature. Countering the effects of such distanciation will require a radical rethinking of how environmental scientists communicate and interact with the mass media. Because environmental crisis covers such a wide range of topics we focused on climate change, specifically global warming.

II. DISTANCATION

Sutherland et al. [18] identified the impacts of “increasing human disassociation from nature on the conservation of biodiversity” (p. 565) as one of the 100 most important issues in global conservation. Identifying and countering these impacts requires a clear understanding of the causes and process of the dissociation, drawing on research and concepts from diverse fields. One useful concept is distanciation. This was brought into environmental sciences by McManus [19]; but its roots can be traced back to Giddens [20] who coined it to describe how social systems unfold across time or space without all its entities necessarily connected across those; but rather by participating “in some form of dissolution of the restraints of time and space” (p. 91). Henning proposed later that such dissolution leads to a “weakening of social bonds” [21] and a lost of trust on one another. The term was also used by Gould [22, p. 381], who defined it as the psychological process of: “removing ourselves from the immediate vicinity, but... still within the general realm of concern”. McManus [19, p. 306] provides a more practical definition of distanciation as the ‘separation of cause and effect in regard to an issue’. This process of separation begins when an audience perceives the message as important while at the same time feeling disempowered to influence the projected course of events.

In the context of conservation, distanciation can be conceptualized as a closed process that we have named Cycle of distanciation (Fig. 1), whereby inaction and denial emerges in response to media coverage of a crisis. This, in turn, leads to a lack of mass action and, therefore, increasingly bleak environmental prognoses. At the start of the cycle there is a fact, in this case, climate is changing. Based on that fact predictions of impacts and future scenarios are generated, creating concern. At this step, predictions, extreme environmentalist statements and other type of information, such as astroturfing (misleading/deceptive advertising) and pseudoscience are converted to taglines. These taglines along with the factual information are the sources of the mass media; nevertheless within mass media all this information is mixed and transferred to the public. At this stage the public wants to act but they have, at best, an articulated understanding of the complex processes occurring in nature. This unarticulated understanding takes the public, mainly, by two different roads leading to the same destination. On one path to unstructured actions and green consumerism, but at the end nothing changes, causing despair and compassion fatigue crystallizing on distanciation. On the other, different messages generate cognitive dissonance causing denial leading, also, to distanciation.

There are two main feedback loops within the Cycle of distanciation (Fig. 1): i) the separation of cause and effect by the media during the translation of science into news undermines behavioral change messages because the public are being asked to adopt and the looming inevitability and enormous scale of the environmental crisis the media is reporting. Inevitably, this leads to despair and inaction. ii) The lack of meaningful environmental improvements over the short time scale of the media reporting (compared to the typically long time scale of the environmental deterioration) diminishes credibility about the efficacy of action and the veracity of media reporting. When action does not lead to rapid improvements, ‘compassion fatigue’ [23] sets in and environmental issues are more likely to be ignored or treated with weary cynicism. Denial might also get promoted by cognitive dissonance: the clash between what is being reported by scientist and other sources of information using science-like language (e.g. anti-environmentalist websites, politicians, social networks) [13, 24], in conjunction with the fact that most people can continue their daily activities without any real disaster.

Two types of distanciation can be distinguished: temporal and spatial. The process of temporal distanciation can be clearly illustrated by the abundant literature (both academic and popular) on the effects of climate change in biodiversity. For example, the following was written in a high profile scientific article published in the journal Nature in one of the most cited papers regarding climate change [25]: “we predict,
on the basis of mid-range climate-warming scenarios for 2050, that 15–37% of species in our sample of regions and taxa will be ‘committed to extinction’”. The public could interpret this as “the disaster is going to occur or begin around 2050”. Indeed, this is how the global news media reported this study [6], [9]. The environmental problem is the result of causes (e.g. climate change) that are occurring in the present moment, but the consequences (e.g. extinction) will be far-reaching, probably far greater than the life expectancy of many of the readers of the same media. Thus, the audience does not feel urgency for action.

An example of spatial distanciation — the existence of geographical space between causes and effects — can be seen in developed-world government rhetoric about the success of environmental initiatives (e.g. recycling programs, large protected areas, clean energy production). Though some might be well intentioned, the ultimate effect of such rhetoric could be that citizens perceive environmental problems as something ‘belonging’ to developing countries with poor governance. Disregarding completely the fact that important quantities of ‘belonging’ to developing countries with poor governance. Disregarding completely the fact that important quantities of goods come from those countries which just absorb the environmental and social costs of production [26], [27]. The contrast between the pessimism of much media reporting and the optimism associated with many government reports may be even greater in developing countries that are trying to ascend to convincing others of their stability and social responsibility. The cognitive dissonance that results from receiving two radically different messages may result in widespread denial. Ultimately, in both scenarios, citizens become tired (fatigued) of the constant onslaught of environmental bad news [17], making it incrementally harder to promote conservation actions.

III. Mass Media, Climate Change and Society

A twenty-year study (1975-1995) based in Germany, demonstrated that the media ignored the uncertainties of several scientific studies about climate change and transformed them into a sequence of events leading to catastrophe and requiring immediate action [5]. More generally, dramatic statements in the media that overstate the scientific evidence have been a re-occurring problem for conservation actions and policies. For example, Sinervo and coauthors [28] stated “Global extinctions projections were validated with local extinction observed from 1975 to 2009 for regional biotas on four continents, suggesting that lizards have already crossed a threshold for extinctions caused by climate change”. This paper was translated in the media as: “Lizards succumb to global warming” (Nature News; May 13, 2010). This in turn lead to the following newspaper headlines: “Heat has deadly effect on lizard’; breeding: Global warming blamed for keeping females in hiding, away from food” (The Washington Post, May 14, 2010); “Warming imperils lizards, scientists warn” (The New York Times, Green blog, May 14, 2010); “Lizards are dying out because of climate change, study says” (The Independent, May 14, 2010). “Climate change to kill off a fifth of world’s lizards: study” (Ibid.); “Climate change threaten lizards with extinction” (The Telegraph, January 2, 2011).

In the above case three main factors contributed to the distanciation: placing space between the scientific report and the news, and between the news and the audience. First, the word “Lizards” is a general term for a vast number of species. At the moment of publication of [26] there were 5,354 described species (http://www.reptile-database.org/data/); nowadays there are 5,987 species of lizards [29] with a great deal of different life strategies. In this study, the authors have studied 48 species. Second, according to the projections, 12% of the local populations have gone extinct. They validated the projection models with the populations sampled. However, it is well known that such models are complex and highly sensitive to a number of parameters [30]–[32]. Such technical complexity is largely removed from the news reports. Finally, if the media’s message is that lizards are doomed, as they have already crossed the extinction threshold, it is likely to promote despair rather than action. Why support conservation if the lizard’s species are already lost and others animal and plant groups are likely to join them?

Addressing conservation crises at different temporal/spatial scales cannot be simplified or even addressed quickly, because it is likely to be deeply counter-productive. For example, recycling and using the bike instead of a car, of course it helps but even if, all the people in the world performed these actions, will not solve the environmental crisis. Thus, the public might feel used or cheated, suspecting the involved parts had appealed to their deepest sentiments ‘apparently’ for nothing [33]. Such feelings inevitably lead to apathy, generating more distanciation towards the environmental problems (that require mass action) and further despair within environmentally conscious people who justifiably feel that they are “losing the battle”.

We would argue that when societies cannot imagine a better future, pessimism and despair inevitably follows. Despair almost always compromises people’s capacity to act forcefully and decisively, and to improve things on behalf of others [34]. It can also undermine confidence, because individuals feel powerless to bring about desired changes and believe that nothing they can do will matter [35]. Despair leads people either to give up ‘the elusive quest’ entirely or to
proceed self-indulgently to ‘do one’s own thing’ - a socially acceptable and frequently condoned option in many western societies [36]. The sense of community is thus undermined and the notion of striving for the greater good begins to dissipate.

Finally, although we have not discussed the distanciation process in the context of the “online” world, the power of search engines (e.g. Google) or social networks (e.g. Facebook and Twitter) are essential in communicating science. Indeed, in the future the dynamics of online communication systems may have a stronger impact on public views than the specific research that we as scientists are trying to communicate [37]. Nevertheless, it is important to note that Weblog Journalism is predominantly motivated by militancy, representing a niche for challenging mainstream journalism [38]. At the same time, while institutional journalism still has guidelines regarding ethics and credibility, blogs remain open and free. Furthermore, since they do not have a captive audience, they have to remain even more egregious than their institutional counterparts [39]. Besides, for final users, looking for specific information can be exhausting and might be also very problematic for them to distinguish between the actual trustworthy material from the useless or decontextualized one, leaving them at the mercy of the websites that pay to appear on top on the ‘results’ of the search engines [40]; which are very often those that belong to a traditional medium (newspaper, broadcaster, etc.). In the end, the huge amount of information that can be found on the web, promotes a diversity that is often understood as beneficial, but can also overwhelm and mislead users’ opinions [40], eliciting distanciation.

IV. BREAKING THE LOOP OF DISTANCINATION

The closed feedback cycle of distanciation probably emerged while the global environmental crisis first became news more than 60 years ago [41]. Around the same time the world economy needed re-activation and a consumerist culture was strongly promoted by many mass media sources. The long and recurrent exposure to antithetical and contradictory media messages about environmental crises and consumerism has arguably created: 1) widespread compassion fatigue —a gradual lessening of caring— in society, and 2) the decoupling of consumerism as the ultimate cause of environmental problems. Prolonged exposure to such disarticulated messages has caused hopelessness and despair to emerge, seriously compromising the capacity of society to act. Individuals have psychologically retreated, protecting themselves from failure and hopelessness and even resorting to denial.

Our view is that conservation desperately needs to retain hope e.g. [42]–[44] and, conversely, it is absolutely crucial to avoid despair. As Halpin [45, p. 6] noted: “Despair itself is the enemy of progress because in the final analysis it lacks a faith in the future”. If no better future is promoted, certainly “no better future” can be constructed. Unfortunately, there are no simple solutions to the problem of environmental distanciation, and any responses will require concentrated action by both scientists and citizens with full involvement of governments. Otherwise it becomes a futile struggle.

There are various ways in which scientists can contribute to reducing or avoiding distanciation: 1) avoid providing potentially misleading extrapolations or ‘soundbites’; 2) carefully draft press releases and responses to questions from the media; 3) provide succinct summaries of their articles written in layman’s terms (explaining complex issues in the most simple terms) which are published on institutional web sites as soon as media coverage is initiated; 4) engage with the public, and your community through your institution. For example including citizens to generate data/science, using boundary organizations and being part of the dialogues of science-policy (e.g. through popular literature or disclosure, inter alia conferences, blogs, micro-blogs, websites and talking with your neighbors). Finally, 5) have faith in civil society and not give up, for when science is communicated clearly and linked with positive actions, individuals are likely to take part.

Reconnecting humans with nature, and breaking the loop of distanciation requires societies to realize that even though humans have a negative effect on ecosystems, they also have the skills to successfully conserve and manage nature. Conservation success stories (and there are many) demonstrate that to a large extent; we can choose the survivors [46]. Thus, we can prioritize and implement tools that help reduce the gap between assessment and implementation, and allocate (or re-allocate) resources to different places to reinforce and enlarge pre-existing protected area networks.

In the case of non-human species, it is possible to provide pathways: corridors through social initiatives, i.e. private or community reserves, environmental zoning plans and even through the establishment of infrastructure for environmental service provision e.g. [47]–[49]. However, these efforts are likely to be ineffective if we don't successfully bring society closer to nature.
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